Current microprocessors aggressively exploit instructionlevel parallelism (ILP) through techniques such as multiple issue, dynamic scheduling, and non-blocking reads. Recent work has shown that memory latency remains a significant performance bottleneck for shared-memory multiprocessor systems built of such processors.
while these features significantly improve the performance of computation, memory system performance remains a key bottleneck in multiprocessors [27] .
To reduce memory stall time, many current processors support software-controlled non-binding prefetching. With this technique, the compiler or programmer schedules an explicit prefetch instruction for a location that will bc accessed by the processor at a later time, with the goal of bringing the location into the processor's cache before it issues a demand memory access [4] , Previous studies havo shown that software-controlled non-binding prefctching can eliminate a large fraction of memory stall time in sharcdmemory multiprocessors [24, 331. However, all such studics used previous-generation processors with singloissue, static scheduling, and blocking reads. Consequently, such studies do not account for the interactions between softwaro prefetching and the other latency-tolerating techniques already incorporated in ILP-based multiprocessors. An analysis of these interactions is required to assess the effectiveness of current softwareprefetching strategies for state-of-the-art shared-memory multiprocessors.
Memory system performance also depends on the consistency model of the system. Relaxed memory consistency models such as release consistency (RC) can potentialIy tolerate more memory latency than the simple model of SCquential consistency (SC), but mandate a more complex programming model. Studies on previoubgeneration multiprocessors have shown that software prefetching can improve the performance of both SC and RC [14] . Systems with ILP processors, however, can incorporate hardware optimizations such as speculative reads and hardware prefctching from the instruction window to improve the pcrformancc of SC [lo] . A recent study has shown that such techniques substantially narrow the performance gap between SC and RC, but a significant gap remains for some applications [28] , Since software prefetching targets the same latencies a8 RU, it is important to determine if software prefetching can eliminate the remaining gap between SC and RC on current multiprocessors, allowing the high performance of RC with the simple programming model of SC.
This paper is the first study of software-controlled nonbinding prefetching in shared-memory multiprocessor systems using state-of-the-art ILP processors, and has two goals:
(1) To understand how software prefetching interacts with ILP in multiprocessors, and to identify its limitations.
(2) To understand if software prefctching can equalize tho performance of SC and RC.
To achieve these goals, we study the impact of software prefetching on five applications from the SPLASH and SPLASH-2 suites. We insert prefetches in the applications by hand, following the currently best known compiler prefetching algorithm [23] . We run the applications on a detailed execution-driven simulator modeling shsred-memory multiprocessors with state-of-theart ILP processors.
For our first goal, we compare the performance benefits of software prefetching on two multiprocessor systems referred to as Simple and ILP. These systems are identical in every respect except that Simple uses previous-generation processors while ILP uses state-of-theart ILP processors.
For this part, we assume RC for both systems since RC has been shown to have the best performance (compared to SC or processor consistency) for these systems [9, 11, 281. We find that for three out of our five applications, current software prefetching methods achieve a significant reduction in total execution time (12% to 31%) on ILP. However, even after applying software prefetching, data memory stall time constitutes a large fraction of the total execution time on ILP. Specifically, four out of five applications spend more than 30% of their time in data memory stalls. In contrast, on Simple, four out of five applications see less than 17% data memory stall time after applying software prefetching. Overall, we find current software prefetching methods to be significantly less effective in addressing memory stall time in ILP than in Simple, leaving most of our applications largely memory bound on ILP.
Compared to Simple, the two primary factors that contribute to the reduced effectiveness of prefetching on ILP are an incrme in the number of late prefetches and an increase in contention for various resources. These factors occur because 1I.f speeds up computation and thus pro vides less work with which to overlap prefetch latency. Fur--ther, the increased frequency of misses in ILP also leads to increased resource contention. This in turn increases the latency of individual misses and further increases the number of late prefetches. Several straightforward modifications to the prefetching scheme to reduce late prefetches and resource contention did not show any appreciable benefits.
For our second goal, we compare the performance benefits of prefetching on ILP multiprocessors that implement SC and RC. For SC, we consider a straightforward implementation as well as an optimized implementation incorporating write buffering, speculative reads, and hardware prefetching from the instruction window [9, 10, 281 . We find that even with software prefetching, for three applications, RC provides significant reductions in execution time (15% to 40%) compared to the most optimized version of SC. The effectiveness of software p&etching in SC implementations is limited for reasons similar to the RC system. These limitations, however, have a larger impact on SC since SC exposes write latencies, which are hidden by RC. Thus, we find that software prefetching is unable to close the performance gap between SC and RC for our applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives background information on the software p&etching algorithm and the memory consistency implementations evaluated in this study. Section 3 presents our simulated architectures, performance metrics, simulation environment, and applications. Section 4 discusses our results on the interaction of software prefetching with ILP on RC. Section 5 re-examines various assumptions of our p&etching scheme and explores several modifications. Section 6 describes our results on the interaction of software prefetching with consistency models. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Background
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively describe the base software prefetching algorithm and memory consistency implementations we use in this study.
Software Prefetching Algorithm
The best known software p&etch insertion algorithm implemented in a compiler is by Mowry et al. [23, 241 . We describe this algorithm below. Section 3.4 describes how we use it to insert prefetches in our applications. The algorithm is loopbased, and consists of an analysis phase and a scheduling phase. The analysis phase identifies the accesses that do not exhibit cache locality, and for which prefetches need to be inserted. When determining locality, this phase assumes a cache size reduced by an appropriate fraction to account for conflict misses. The analysis conservatively assumes that no locality is maintained across synchronization.
The scheduIingphase follows the analysis phase and uses loop peeling, unrolling, and stripmining to insert prefetches only for the accesses that are expected to cause cache misses. Accesses to the same cache line are grouped into equivalence classes, and an exclusive prefetch is used to obtain ownership along with the data for the line if at least one member of the equivalence class is a write. The inner-most loop corresponding to an access is software pipelined to schedule a prefetch a certain number of iterations ahead of the demand access. The number of iterations is computed by the formula [&] , where L is the expected miss latency in cycles and W is au estimate of the shortest possible path through au iteration in cycles. This number is referred to as the prefetch distance, and is expected to represent the number of iterations needed to completely overlap the latency of a p&etch. In this paper, we also use the term prefetch distance to refer to the number of instructions needed to overlap the prefetch latency.
The above core algorithm only handles affie accesses. It is further extended to handle indirect accesses when the indirection is through an ailine reference. Two prefetches are inserted for each indirect access. The first p&etch is used to fetch the address of the indirect access, and the second uses the address to prefetch the indirect access. Since the second prefetch uses the value of the !Zrst, the first p&etch must be scheduled before the second according to the prefetch distance.
Memory Consistency Models
The memory consistency model of a system determines the extent to which the system can appear to overlap or reorder memory operations to hide memory latency.
Sequential consistency (SC) [18] guarantees that all memory operations appear to execute in program order and hence offers a simple and intuitive programming model. We examine two implementations of sequential consistencySCplain and SCopt. SCplain is a naive implementation that enforces memory ordering by stalling the issue of a memory operation until the previous memory operation of that processor has completed.
SCopt is a more aggressive implementation that improves performance through three hardware techniques, hardware prefetching of writes from the instruction window [lo, [lo, 281 , and write buffering [9] . The first two techniques, hardware prefetching and speculative reads, exploit the instruction-lookahead window and speculation support available in ILP processors. The hardware prefetching technique issues a non-binding prefetch for a decoded memory instruction in the instruction issue window once the address of the instruction is computed. The effectiveness of this technique is primarily constrained by the size of the instruction window and the time for the address to be computed. Speculative reads extend the benefits of hardware prefetching by speculatively using the values of reads brought into the cache, even while previous demand accesses are incomplete. If a possible violation of memory ordering is detected due to early use of such data, the system rolls back the speculative load and all subsequent instructions. The third optimization in SCopt, write buffering, allows writes to retire from the instruction window as soon p they reach the head of the window. Each write is buffered in the processor's memory queue, and is issued to the cache only after the previous write (by program order) has completed. Write buffering allows multiple writes to be retired before issue. A read following such writes, however, must wait for these writes to complete before the read can retire from the instruction window. The release consistency model (RC) [12] allows more overlap and reordering of memory operations than SC, albeit at the cost of greater programming complexity. RC distinguishes between data and synchronization operations, allowing data operations to be reordered with respect to one another. We only study a straightforward implementation of RC. We do not consider a corresponding RCopt, implementation, as previous work has shown that hardware prefetching and speculative reads do not significantly affect the performance of RC for our applications [zs] , and Rc already implements a superset of the write buffering optlmization. Writes in RC retire from the instruction window as soon as they reach the head, maintaining a memory queue entry until issue to the cache; unlike SCplain and SCopt, RC allows multiple writes to issue in parallel.
Methodology
This section describes the experimental methodology used in this paper. Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 respectively dcscribe the architectures modeled, our performance metrics, and our simulation environment. Section 3.4 describes tho applications used in this study and the prefetchcs inscrtcd in these applications.
Simulated Architectures
The fimt part of this study compares two multiprocessor systems -ILP and Simple. These systems are equivalent in ail respects except for the processor modeled. ILP uses state-of-the-art high-performance processors while Simple uses previous generation processors. We compare the ILP and Simple systems not to propose any architectural trade off, but rather, to understand how software prefetching interacts with ILP techniques. Therefore, the two systems have identical clock rates, and include identical aggressive memory and network systems suitable for ILP.
Processor Models
'The ILP system uses state-of-the-art processors employing ILP features such as multiple-issue, out-of-order execution, speculative execution, non-blocking reads, and rcgistcr rcnaming. Our implementation of the processor core rcscmblcs the MIPS RlOOOO microarchitecture [22] , but also includes aggressive features from other architectures. Default parameters for the processor are listed in Figure 1 . singlr+cycle functional unit latencies in both models for a fair comparison of the two systems. To study the impact of this assumption on ILP performance, we ran our simulations with realistic functional unit latencies. We found that, CXcept on one application (Water), there was little impact on ILP execution time because ILP processors successfully ovcrlapped functional unit latencies. Our key findings continue to hold even in Water. Both processor models include support for softwarccontrolled non-binding prefetching, with both exclusivemode and shared-mode prefetches. Prefetch instructions rctire as soon as they reach the top of the instruction window, but occupy a slot in the processor's memory queue until they are issued. Prefetches are not dropped even if resource constraints block their issue, and p&etched lines are brought into the highest level of the memory hierarchy. These two assumptions follow previous work [23] , and are rc-evaluated in Section 5.
Both nrocessor models support RC, using the SPARU V9 MEMEXARflnce instructions to %pose ordering at synchronization points [32] . The ILP processor additionally supports the two implementations of sequential consistency described in Section 2.2 -SCplain and SCopt. As with software prcfctching, we do not drop hardware prefetches in SCopt even if their issue is blocked due to resource constraints. The SCopt processor includes a speculative load buffer to monitor outstanding speculative reads [lo] and employs a mechanism similar to that used in the MIPS RN000 [22] to recover when possible consistency violations are detected.
Memory
Hierarchy and Multiprocessor
Configuration
We simulate a hardware cache-coherent, non-uniform memory access (CC-NUMA) h ds are memory multiprocessor using an invalidation-based, three-state directory coherence protocol.
Each node in our simulated system includes a processor, two levels of caches, and a portion of the global shared-memory and directory. A split-transaction bus connects the network interface, directory controller, and the rest of the system node. The nodes are connected using a two-dimensional mesh network. Figure 1 summarizes the memory system parameters.
Both caches are non-blocking with 8 miss status holding registers (MSHRs) [17] each. The MSHRs store information about the misses and coalesce multiple requests to the same cache line. In the event of a write request being received for the same line as a pending read, the MSHR blocks the write request and issues an ownership request only after the read returns (we refer to such stalls as write-after-read stalls). This implementation avoids complex races at the MSHRs and directory that can arise from reordering in the network, and resembles several current systems.
The Ll cache is dual-ported, showing two accesses to be handled simultaneously, and uses a write-allocate write-back policy. We assume a write-back policy for the Ll cache since previous work has shown that SC systems perform best with write-back caches and because several recent systems support writ&back Ll caches. The L2 cache is a fully pipelined, write-allocate write-back cache. The Ll cache size is 16 KB and the L2 cache size is 64 KB. These sizes are chosen based on the input sizes of our applications (described in Section 3.4), following the methodology described by Woo et al. [34] . The primary working sets for our applications fit in the Ll cache, while the secondary working sets do not fit in the L2 cache.
The number of processors in our system varies by application and is either 8 or 16 depending on the scalability of the application, as summarized in Figure 3 .
Performance Metrics
In addition to reporting execution times, we consider various components of execution time to enable identification of the performance bottlenecks in our systems. We divide the execution time into three components -CPU, data memory, and synchronization. We use the following convention to account for stall cycles [27, 28, 301 . All cycles where the processor retires the maximum number of instructions allowed by the architecture are considered busy time. Otherwise, we charge the cycle to the stall time component of the frrst instruction that could not be retired that cycle. We group together the busy time and functional unit stall time as CPU time. We subdivide the data memory stall time into the time spent on Ll hits, L2 hits, local memory accesses, and remote memory accesses, for both reads and writes. Henceforth, we use the term memory stall time to denote the data memory stall component of execution time.
We divide prefetches into various categories, as summarized in Figure 2 . These categories are useful, in which a prefetched line arrives on time and is used by a demand access; late, in which a prefetched line arrives after the demand access; early, in which the prefetched line is replaced or invalidated before use, or is never used; and unnecessary, in which the line being prefetched is already present in either the cache or the MSHRs. We describe prefetches that result in the replacement of a line needed by a demand access as damaging; all p&etch types other than unnecessary prefetches can also be damaging.
Simulation Environment
We use the Rice Simulator for ILP Multiprocessors (RSIM) [26] to model the Simple and 1I.P systems described in the previous sections. RSIM models the processors, memory system, and interconnection network in detail, including contention at all resources. Specifically, unlike current direct-execution simulators, we accurately model the details of the processor pipelines. Our simulator is execution-driven (as opposed to tracedriven) and hence allows the interactions between processors during the simulation to a&t the course of the simulation. To speed up our simulations, we assume that all instructions hit in the instruction cache and that all private variables hit in the data cache. However, we do model contention due to private data accesses at various processor and cache resources.
Applications and Prefetching Methodology
We use five applications in this study -Radix, LU, and FFT from the SPLASH-2 suite [34] , and Water and Mp3d from the SPLASH suite [31] . Since we do not have a compiler that implements software-prefetching for C programs, we insert prefetches by hand, following the algorithm by Mowry et al.
(Section 2.1) for all applications except Water. Prefetcbing for Water is described further below. We assume a default prefetch distance of 200 instructions to model the representative latency seen in the system. In Section 5, we vary the prefetch distance to study the impact of this assumption. To account for conflict misses, our locality analysis assumes a cache size equivalent to a fraction of the Ll cache. We choose a fraction that minimizes the number of unnecessary prefetches for all our applications. We perform loop transformations as required by the prefetching algorithm. Whenever loopunrohing was used in the prefetch version of an application, we also used it for the base application, as loopunrohing improves the performance of ILP. In addition, since our focus is on the p&etch algorithm and not on a particular compiler implementation, we assume aggressive compiler techniques (e.g., procedure inlining, symbolic loopbound analysis) to perform locality analysis. For RC, since write latency is already hidden, we do not issue exclusive p&etches for cache lines that are only written; however, we use exclusive prefetches for reads of lines that will also be written. For SC, we additionally issue exclusive p&etches for cache lines that are only written, since SC can expose write latency. We next describe each application and the prefetches inserted.
We study two versions of LU. The first, LUorig, is the original SPLASH-2 application enhanced by using flags instead of barriers for better load balance. The second version, LUopt, additionally uses loop-interchange transformations to move read misses closer to each other. This increases the number of read misses that overlap with each other, better exploiting the support for non-blocking reads in ILP [27] . LUopt achieves higher performance than LUorig on ILP without prefetching, but is outperformed by LUorig with the addition of prefetching. We therefore report the results of both versions in Section 4; subsequent sections use only LUorig. Prefetching in LU covers all loop nests in the application. The writes in these loop nests follow reads to the same locations, so we insert exclusive prefetches for such read accesses.
We consider two versions . of FFT, FFTorig and FFTopt. Analogous to LUopt, FFTopt clusters read misses (in the transpose phase) to increase overlap. We only report results for FFTopt because it outperforms FFTorig on the ILP system, both with and without prefetching. Prefetching is used for all read accesses expected to miss; some of these are exclusive prefetches. In the transpose phase, there are write misses for which there are no previous reads in the same phase; these writes are prefetched in the SC version.
In Mp3d, all reads to particles are prefetched. These particles are used to generate addresses for cells, which are p&etched using the method for indirect accesses described in Section 2.1. All prefetches are exclusive. Some cell accesses cannot be prefetched because their addresses are known only immediately before their demand accesses.
In Radix, prefetches are inserted for all reads that are expected to miss and whose addresses are known sufliciently before the demand access. Exclusive prefetches are used in the prefix-sum phase of this application. The key sort or "'permutation" phase consists of writes to lines that are not previously read in the same phase. These writes cannot be p&etched for SC because their addresses are not known early enough before the demand access.
Water is the only application for which we do not strictly follow the algorithm in Section 2.1. The algorithm assumes no locality across synchronization, and thus does not schedule prefetches across synchronization accesses. However, since locks in Water do not have much contention and the critical sections are too small to schedule prefetches, we move prefetches corresponding to accesses within a critical section to before the critical section. This allows these prefetches to overlap with the lock acquire of the critical section, improving the benefits of prefetching. We issue exclusive prefetches in the UPDATE-FORCES procedure to prefetch the force data structures before entering the associated critical sections. We also prefetch molecule displacements. These prefetches occur within loops with large bodies, and consequently see prefetch distances much larger than the default 200 instructions in the other applications.
The input sizes for our applications are summarized in Figure 3 . These are greater than or equal to the sizes used in the SPLASH and SPLASH-2 distributions for all applications except LU. In the case of LU, owing to higher simulation times with our detailed simulator, we use a problem size one step smaller than recommended, but also scale down the number of processors appropriately-We use 16 processors for applications that scaled well (FFT and Water) and 8 processors otherwise (LU, Mp3d, and Radix). Data layouts for these applications for LU, FFT, and Radix follow the recommendations of the SPLASH-2 distribution; data layouts for Mp3d and Water aim to maximize locality.
Interaction of Software Prefetching with ILP
This section evaluates how software prefetching interacts with ILP techniques in shared-memory multiprocessors by comparing its impact on the ILP system with that on the Simple system. This section uses RC for both ILP and Simple, since RC has been shown to provide better performance than SC for both types of systems [9, 11, 281 .
Figures 4 and 5 present the key results from our experiments. Throughout Figure 4 , +PF indicates the addition of software prefetching. Figure 4(a) shows the execution times for each application on Simple and ILP, both with and without software prefetching. The execution times are normalized to the time for the application on Simple without prefetching, and are divided into three components -CPU, memory stall, and synchronization stall time. Figure 4(b) magnifies the memory region of Figure 4(a) , providing a more detailed characterization of memory latency. Each bar showing memory stall time is separated into read and write components by a horizontal dividing line. With RC, no significant write component time is seen in any application (however, contention caused by writes can impact read time). Read and write stall times are further divided into time spent stalled on Ll cache hits, L2 cache hits, misses to local memory, and misses to remote memory. Figure 4 (c) shows the prefetches issued to the Ll cache, and divides them into the categories useful, lute, early, and unnecessary according to the definitions in Section 3.2. The total number of prefetches are normalized to the number in Simple. Figure 5 summarizes the key statistics from Figure 4 . The first two rows show the reductions in overall execution time and memory stall time due to software prefetching in both ILP and Simple. The third row shows the percentage of time an ILP or Simple execution is stalled for memory with software prefetcbing. The last row shows the percentage of prefetches that are late in ILP and Simple. For LU, Figure 5 reports only LUorig since LUorig with software prefetching performs better than LUopt with software prefetching for both Simple and ILP.
Overall Results
As shown in the fnst row of Figure 5 , software prefetching achieves an overall reduction in execution time in ILP similar to or greater than that in Simple for three out of five applications (LU, Water, and Radix). The reductions for ILP are significant (12% to 31%) for three applications (LU, Mp3d, and Water). However, focusing on the momory stall time (the execution time component specifically targeted by prefetching), we find that software prefetching is less effective in reducing memory stalls on ILP than on Simple. Specifically, for our applications, prefctching reduces the absolute memory stall time by an average of 34% in 1I.P compared to 56% in Simple. The net effect is that even after prefetching is applied to ILP, memory stall time constitutes more than 30% of the total execution time for all applications except Water, and more than 40% of the time for three applications. In contrast, in Simple, all ap plications except Mp3d see less than 17% memory stall time. Thus, for our applications, the ILP system remains memorybound even with software prefetching.
The reasons for the reduced effectiveness of software prefetching on memory stall time in ILP and its resulting impact on total execution time are identified in the following subsections.
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Memory Stall Time Reduction
We first identify three factors that make software prefetching less successful in reducing memory stall time in ILP than in Simple. We then identify two factors that enable ILP to achieve benefits in memory stall time reduction not available in Simple. Figure 6 summarizes these factors and the applications affected by each factor. Our focus here is on the difference between Simple and ILP, so we do not discuss issues that are common to both systems. Increased late prefetches. Figures 4(c) and 5 show that the number of p&etches that are too late to completely hide the miss latency increases in all our applications when moving from Simple to ILP. One reason for this increase is that multipleissue and dynamic scheduling speed up computation in ILP, decreasing the computation time with which each prefetch is overlapped. In addition, Simple stalls on any read misses that are not prefetched or that incur a late prefetch, thereby allowing other outstanding prefetches to complete. ILP does not provide similar leeway, as it does not immediately stall the processor on misses. The above reasons also lead to an increased frequency of memory accesses in the ILP case, which in turn increases contention for system resources. As a result, misses have longer latency in ILP, further increasing the number of late prefetches.
Our results also show that optimizations to cluster read misses for the ILP system (described in Section 3.4) can reduce the effectiveness of software prefetching. In the absence of prefetching, LUopt provides a 13% reduction in execution time compared to LUorig for ILP. With prefetching, however, LUopt sees 10% more execution time than LUorig. The clustering optimization used in LUopt decreases the amount of computation between successive misses. As a result, prefetches require a greater number of iterations in order to completely overlap the expected miss latency. However, the loops in LUopt do not have enough iterations to accommodate the needed prefetch distance, so the prefetches in LUopt are unable to successfully hide their targeted latencies.
Increased resource contention. Even without prefetcbing, ILP processors stress system resources more than Simple. These resources include processor functional units, cache ports, cache MSHRs, the memory bus, the memory and directory banks, and the network. Resource contention is less in Simple because Simple processors stall on read misses, allowing resources used by previous writes and prefetches to free up during these stalls.
Resource contention can result in an increase in each of the components of memory latency, and can be further exacerbated by prefetching. For prefetched accesses, an increase in latency after the Ll cache access can either be successfully overlapped by prefetching or appear as late prefetches, described above. However, prefetching cannot target increased latencies incurred at or before the Ll cache access. We focus on this type of resource contention next.
We recognize contention for resources at or before the Ll cache access in our applications by observing the pres- Water stands as an exception to the above trends, as soft+ ware prefetching actually relieves some resource contention in this application. Water sees resource contention for tho processor's memory queue due to loch releases. Each relcaso is marked with a release memory fence, using a SPAR0 V9 memory barrier. This fence prevents the issue of all subsequent writes until all previous reads and writes complete. As a result, later writes can fill up the memory qucuc if earlier accesses do not complete quickly enough. If the memory queue fills up, subsequent accesses (including cache hits and private accesses) are prevented from entering the memory queue or being processed in any fashion. Since prcfctching can cause accesses before the release memory fence to complete more quickly, this source of resource contention is actually reduced by software prefetching.
Speculative prefetches. In ILP, prefetch instructions can be speculatively issued past a mispredicted branch. Speculative prefetches can potentially hurt performance by bringing unnecessary lines into the cache. Among our applications, only Mp3d experiences a significant number of speculative prefetches, with 11% more total prefetchcs in ILP than in Simple.
However, most of the speculated prefetches are to lines also prefetched on the correct path, and the correct prefetches either coalesce with the speculative prefetches or hit because of them. Thus, speculative prefetches do not impact performance in our applications.
Overlapped accesses. In ILP, accesses that are dill& cult to prefetch may be overlapped because of non-blocking reads and dynamic scheduling. Thus, overall, prefctching may appear more effective in ILP than in Simple, as prefetching in ILP only needs to target those accesses that are not already overlapped by ILP. We see the benefit of overlapped accesses in LUorig and LUopt. In particular, the fraction of remote latency overlapped in these applications is much smaller in ILP than in Simple for the reasons discussed above. Nevertheless, the fraction of overall memory stall time reduced in these applications is similar in both systems. In these applications, the lines to be prefetched suffer from repeated Ll cache conflicts; thus, prefetches can be replaced from the Ll cache before their corresponding demand accesses. In Simple, each of these coniiicting accesses must incur at least an L2 access time penalty. In contrast, non-blocking reads and dynamic scheduling allow the 1I.P system to effectively overlap the later&s of these conflicting accesses, thereby removing a limitation to prefetching experienced by Simple.
Fewer early prefetches.
In most of our applications, the number of early p&etches drops in 1I.P. This reduction occurs because the ILP system allows less time between a prefetch and its subsequent demand access, decreasing the likelihood of an intervening replacement or invalidation. Early prefetches can hinder demand accesses by replacing or invalidating needed data from the same or other caches without providing any benefits in latency reduction. Thus, the reductions in early p&etches seen in ILP can potentially help improve prefetching effectiveness for these applications. However, in our applications, such benefits are offset by an increase in late prefetches with ILP.
Impact on Total Execution Time
Despite its reduced effectiveness in addressing memory stall time, software prefetching achieves significant execution time reductions with ILP for three of our applications (see Figure 5) Reduced prefetch overhead. For all of our applications, the ILP system sees less instruction overhead from p&etching (as a percentage of total execution time) than the Simple system. This is because dynamic scheduling and multiple issue allow many of the additional instructions associated with software prefetching to overlap with other computation or memory accesses.
Effect on synchronization stall time. Prefetching
can also impact the synchronization component of execution time. The impact of prefetching with IIP on synchronization time varies among our applications, with both positive and negative interactions. However, the synchronization component contributes little to ILP execution time in all of our applications except Water. In Water, there is a negative interaction because prefetching increases synchrc+ nization acquire latency in ILP due to increased contention in the memory system. Thus, synchronization time expands to fill a large part of the reduction in memory stall time with prefetching in the ILP system.
Reexamining Assumptions of the Prefetching Scheme
The previous section shows that late prefetching and resource contention are the two key limitations to the effectiveness of p&etching on ILP. This section re-examines several assumptions in our prefetching scheme, with the goal of 151 reducing late prefetches and resource contention in ILP.
Reducing Late Prefetches
Increasing the prefetch distance. A straightforward way to reduce the number of late p&etches is to increase the prefetch distance. We varied the prefetch distance from our default of 200 instructions to 400 and 800 instructions. Figure 7 shows the results for LU, FFT, Mp3d, and Radix (we henceforth only focus on LUorig since it gives better performance with prefetching). We do not apply this technique to Water because, in this application, prefetches either occur within loops where one iteration already has more than 800 instructions, or occur within control statements where prefetching before the branch can lead to an excessive number of prefetches of lines that are not used by the procesor. ln Figure 7 , PF, PF2, and PF4 refer to prefetching distances of 200, 400, and 800 instructions respectively. Figure 7(a) shows the execution times for each version normalized to ILP without prefetching, and Figure 7 (b) characterizes the types of prefetches seen in each version. The variation in the total number of prefetches in the three versions is due to speculative prefetching (Section 4.2). As Figure 7 shows, the PF2 and PF4 versions reduce the number of late prefetches in all applications. However, there is no significant improvement in execution time in any of the applications. On the contrary, increased prefetch distances have a negative impact on some applications.
There are three reasons why increased prefetch distances do not improve performance for our applications. First, in Mp3d and Radix, the decrease in late prefetches occurs at the expense of an increase in early prefetches. Many prefetches arrive at the cache much before the demand access. These are wlnerable to cache replacements or invalidations for a longer time, as also observed in studies of previous-generation multiprocessors [33] . In Mp3d, these early prefetches hurt performance because they prematurely invalidate other processors' cache lines (due to false and true sharing). In Radix, most early prefetches are replaced prefetches that do not adversely a&t other processors.
Second, on applications that are resource-bound, larger prefetch distances further stress system resources by keeping more prefetches outstanding at a time. Our detailed statistics show that the resultant MSHR saturation exposes additional LI hit latencies (LU, FFT, and Radix) and L2 hit latencies (LU and Radix), which offset the performance benefits due to reducing late prefetches.
Third, in FFT, some loops containing late prefetche-s do not have an adequate amount of computation to increase the p&etch distance sufficiently in order to reduce late prefetches.
Latency-sensitive prefetching. When the prefetch distance is increased in LU, Mp3d, and Radix, early prefetches increase primarily because the algorithm makes the approximation that all misses incur a common latency. In NUMA multiprocessors, however, remote memory latenties are significantly larger than local memory later&s. Consequently, it may be beneficial to perform a form of latency-sensitiueprefetching for such systems. The prefetching algorithm can be modified to determine the prefetch distance for each access based on the predicted latency of the access (e.g., by using information about the data layout). Such an approach has been discussed in other studies for software and hardware prefetching [8, 13, 211. Our applications, however, did not show much benefit with this modification. It was difficult to apply latency-sensitive prefetching to LU since different dynamic instances of the same memory instruction in LU can reference both local and remote memory. For Mp3d and Radix, we assumed a prefetch distance of 100 instructions for loops with only local prefetches and the best observed distance (from PF, PF2, and PF4) for loops with remote prefetches. Both Mp3d and Radix achieve negligible improvements (less than 1%). In Radix, there is a significant reduction in the number of early prefetches; however, the demand latencies overlapped by these prefetches contribute only a small part of the total execution time. In Mp3d, the high false and true sharing makes late prefetches preferable to early prefetches.
Outer-loop prefetching. Figure 7 (b) shows that FFT continues to see a significant number of late prefetches even in the PF4 version (20% of the total number of p&etches).
The prefetching algorithm described in Section 2.1 adds prefetching at the innermost level of the loop nest that causes cache misses. However, the transpose phase of FFT uses a blocked algorithm, and the inner loop of the transpose does not have enough computation or iterations to accommodate a larger prefetching distance. In this case, the outer loop could potentially be software pipelined to prefetch further in advance. Thus, we insert prefetches for a block that will be accessed in a later iteration, rather than for later lines of the same block in the current iteration'. We implemented this form of outer-loop p&etching in FM'. However, we observed a 16% slowdown for two reasons. First, the addition of outer-loop prefetching increases the number of prefetches outstanding at a time, further increasing the resource contention in the system (evidenced by a 13% increase in MSHR saturation). Second, adding outer-loop prefetching introduces inter-block cache conflicts.
Reducing Resource Contention
Although the base architecture used in Section 4 is aggressive in processor, network, and memory system r-esources, some applications still observe reduced benefits 
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from prefetching on ILP due to increased resource contention.
We next re-examine two assumptions in OUT prefetch strategy that can affect resource contention with ILP.
L2 prefetching.
The prefetch strategy used in Section 4 prefetched datainto theL1 cache. Prefetching only to the L2 cache can potentially reduce contention in two ways. First, L2 p&etching allows the prefetching algorithm to use the larger L2 cache size in its locality analysis, possibly resulting in fewer prefetches and consequently less contention for address generation units and cache ports. Second, bypassing the Ll cache can potentially reduce resource contention at the Ll cache. However, subsequent demand accesses now see the L2 cache latency, instead of the Ll cache latency. With ILP processors, such L2 cache latencies can be OVCP lapped by non-blocking reads and dynamic scheduling, and thus may not hinder performance.
We Snd that, for all our applications, the execution time with L2 prefetching is within 1% of the execution time with Ll prefetching. L2 prefetching does not see any pcrformance degradation because ILP techniques arc successful in overlapping most of the L2 cache latencies. However, L2 prefetching provides no significant benefits, ss the use of the L2 cache size in locality analysis does not reduce the number of p&etches for our applications and input sizes.
Prefetch drop strategy. Following previous work, our base prefetch strategy does not drop prefetches even when resource constraints block their issue [23] . We examined an alternate strategy that drops prefetches when the Ll cache MSHRs are saturated. Our results show less than 2% difference in execution time on all our applications. Dropping p&etches does not give greater performance improve ments because any advantages in reducing resource contention are offset by greater later&s seen by subsequent demand misses, as in studies with previous-generation processors [23] .
Summary and Implications
The results of this section show that straightforward modifications to theprefetching algorithm to reduce late prefetches do not necessarily translate to more effective prefetching in our applications because of increased early p&etches, inadequate computation, and/or increased stress on system resources. Additionally, alternate prefetch strategies that target Ll resource contention, like L2 prefetching and a simple prefetch drop strategy, do not significantly impact the performance of prefetching for our applications.
These results show that further techniques are needed to alleviate the effects of late prefetches and resource contention.
Latency-reducing techniques such as producerinitiated communication primitives [l, 15, 291 appear promising. A recent study with simple processors has shown that such primitives can interact positively with software prefetching to reduce the effects of both late prefetches and resource contention [l].
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Interaction of Prefetching with Consistency Models on ILP Systems
This section evaluates the performance benefits of software prefetching with sequential consistency on ILP multiprocessors and also determines if software prefetching can equalize the performance of sequential consistency (SC) and release consistency (RC). We examine two implementations of sequential consistency -SCplain and SCopt -representing the straightforward and aggressive implementations of SC r-espectively, and the straightforward implementation of RC, as described in Section 2.2. 
Overall Results
We find that the performance benefits of software prefetching vary widely across the consistency implementations. The benefits seen on SCplain are consistently higher than those seen on RC. Consequently, software prefetching reduces the gap between SCplain and RC for all our applications. Nevertheless, RC with software prefetching still shows a substantial reduction in execution time relative to SCplain with software prefetching, ranging from 24% to 65% for our ap plications. On SCopt, the addition of software prefetching leads to significant improvements for LU and Water, and small or no improvements for the other three applications; these are comparable to the improvements due to prefetching on RC. Software prefetching significantly decreases the performance gap between SCopt and RC only in LU. RC with software prefetching continues to give significant reductions in execution time compared to SCopt with software p&etching on FFT, Mp3d, and Radix (15%, 35% and 40% respectively).
The addition of software prefetching thus does not entirely eliminate the performance advantages of RC. The following sections respectively analyze the reasons for the re maining memory stall time in SC systems after adding software prefetching and the reasons for the remaining performance difference between SC and RC.
Memory Stall Time Reduction in SC Systems
Without software prefetching, the SC implementations see larger memory stall time than RC due to consistency constraints [28] . Software prefetching can address much of this additional time and thus can lead to larger reductions in memory stall time than in RC. However, even after adding software prefetching, a significant amount of memory stall time still remains with SC in all our applications except Water (an average of over 58% of total execution time for
SCplain and over 43% for SCopt). We next discuss three reasons for the remaining memory stall time in SC systems, focusing on the differences between SC end RC with software prefetching. Limitations of software prefetching. As in RC, much of the remaining memory stall time in SC is due to the limitations of prefetching stemming from late and early prefetches or resource contention. However, the impact of these limitations is higher on SCplain and SCopt, since they see these effects on writes as well as reads (RC hides the latency of writes). SCplain sees an even higher impact of these limitations since it does not overlap any part of the read latency (unlike SCopt and RC). Additionally, in SC, downgraded prefetches (exclusive prefetches transitioned to shared-state by an external coherence action before the demand access) can further reduce the benefits of prefetching for write accesses.
One or more of the above effects is seen with all our applications in the SC systems. The &ect of late prefetches is seen in all applications. The effect of early p&etches is seen in Mp3d (caused by true and false sharing) and LU (caused by conflicts at the Ll and L2 caches). Only FFT sees significant resource contention, evidenced through MSHR saturation. In contrast to RC, Radix does not see resource contention in SC since the writes in the key permutation phase are no longer overlapped, and so do not saturate the MSHRs.
Consistency-related delays. SC with software prefetching also experiences memory stall time owing to the constraints of the consistency implementation.
In SCplain, demand accesses cannot be issued before reaching the head of the memory queue. Consequently, SCplain without software prefetching sees a significant amount of consistency-related read and write hit latency (2% to 17% of execution time). These latencies are not targeted by software prefetching.
In SCopt, write buffering prevents write stall times from being directly exposed to the processor. However, read operations in SCopt cannot retire from the instruction window until all previous writes have completed. Thus, unlike RC, reads can result in stall time if previous writes were not successfully prefetched.
Unamenable accesses. Finally, a significant portion of the memory stall time can still remain because of memory accesses that are not amenable to prefetching. In Mp3d and Radix, addresses of some high-latency memory accesses are determined very close to their use, preventing the prefetching algorithm from issuing p&etches for these accesses. The SC systems expose the latency of both read and write operations that are unamenable to prefetching; RC, on the other hand, generally sees only read latencies.
Comparison of RC and SC
Comparing RC and SCplain, RC with software prefetcbing achieves lower execution time than SCplain with software prefetching by hiding the latency of write misses (whether late, early, or unprefetched), and by avoiding consistencyrelated delays. One or more of these components is sub stantial in the SCplain executions of all our applications. As a result, the gap in execution time between RC and SCplain RC remains significant, ranging from 24% to 65% for our applications. Comparing RC and SCopt, RC with software prefetching achieves lower execution time than SCopt with software prefetching if reads in SCopt experience stall time waiting for.previous write latencies (due to ineffective prefetching or unprefetched accesses). FFT, Mp3d, and Radix see this effect. Consequently, RC with software pref'etcbing shows significantly lower execution times than SCopt with software prefetching for these applications (15%, 35% and 40% respectively). LU and Water have comparable performance with RC with software prefetching and SCopt with software prefetching.
Additionally, as mentioned in Section 4.3, software prefetcbing can contribute either positively or negatively to the synchronization component of execution time. However, memory stall time dominates the execution times of most of our applications, and subsequently determines the performance difference between SC and RC.
Thus, our results indicate that software prefetching is unable to close the gap between SC and RC. Write latencies that prefetching is unable to hide remain the most important reason for this performance gap. Our results also show that software prefetcbing alone does not obviate the need (b) Memory stall time components are prefetching on consistency models 154 for hardware optimizations to SC, since SCopt continues to significantly outperform SCplain for all applications, even with the addition of software prefetching.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there have not been any previous evaluations of either hardware or software controlled non-binding prefetching for state-of-the-art ILP multiprocessors. Gornish evaluated binding prefetching for both singleissue and multipl&sue statically-scheduled multiprocessors with non-blocking reads [13] . The binding prefetches rely on software cache-coherence and require complete cache flushes before and after each parallel loop. Processor pipelines and functional-unit contention are not modeled. This work integrates hardware and software prefetching support, dynamically adapting hardware prefetching distance according to the latency of each reference. The study finds that software p&etching provides execution time improvements on their multiple-issue system similar to or greater than those seen with their single-issue system, but does not analyze the interaction of ILP features with prefetchingThree recent studies on prefetching in uniprocessors examine state-of-the-art uniprocessors with multiple issue, dynamic scheduling, and non-blocking reads. Luk and Mowry proposed software prefetching algorithms for pointer-based data structures and evaluated their algorithms for an ILP processor similar to the MIPS RlOOOO [19] . Bennett and Flynn compared stream buffers (a form of hardwarecontrolled prefetching), hardware stride-based prefetching, and victim caches for state-of-the-art ILP processors [2] . They found that stream buffers and stride-based prefetching do not have much impact on most SPEC92 programs, as these techniques stress bus bandwidth. In another study, Bennett and Flynn proposed a prediction cache that dynamicaIIy adapts between stream btier and victim cache iimctionality based on program miss patterns [3] . The prediction cache dynamically adjusts the stream buffer prefetching distance based on the late prefetch pattern of the program. Although all of the above studies use aggressive ILP uniprocessors, they do not focus on the impact of ILP on prefetching, and so do not relate the results of their studies to the ILP features of the processor.
Other previous studies on prefetching with ILP unipro cessors e xamine statically-scheduled processors. Chen et al. investigated the use of software-controlled prefetching on statically-scheduled multiple-issue uniprocessors for nonnumeric applications [6] . This work seems to alIow only one outstanding read (but several outstanding prefetches). Further, they assume a small read latency of 10 cycles. Their results show prefetching to be effective with multiple issue uniprocessors. Chen and Baer compared the performance of non-blocking reads and hardware prefetching on a statically-scheduled single-issue uniprocessor [5] -They found that their hardware prefetching scheme generally performed better than non-blocking reads and is less sensitive to memory latency. They also studied the combination of non-blocking reads and hardware prefetcbing for two applications and found it to perform better than either technique alone. Farkas et al. studied the impact of non-blocking reads and stream buffers with statically-scheduled multipl&sue uniprocessors [7J They assumed a smalI miss latency of 16 cycles. They found that both non-blocking reads and stream buffers improve performance; the best performance is achieved when both are combined.
In the context of previous-generation systems, several studies have proposed algorithms for softwarecontrolled non-binding prefetching [4, 16, 23, 24, 251 . Of these, Mowry et aL developed the most sophisticated algorithm and compiler implementation, with a comprehensive evaluation for both uniprocessors and shared-memory multiprocessors [23, 24, 251. This algorithm is described in Section 2.1. 'IUIsen and Eggers evaluated software-controlled non-binding prefetching on a bus-based system [33] . They characterized bandwidth needs of their applications, and found that the benefits of prefetching degrade as bandwidth needs increase. They also found that increasing the prefetch distance can reduce late prefetches but can also increase early p&etches, and thus does not significantly improve performance. We found this to be true for our ILP-based system as well (Section 5.1).
Gupta et al. evaluated the interaction between softwarecontrolled p&etching and straightforward implementations of consistency models for systems with simple processors [14] . They found that prefetching siguificantly improved the performance of both SC and RC. However, for two out of their three applications, a significant performance gap remained between SC and RC even after adding prefetching.
Conclusions
Shared-memory multiprocessors are being increasingly built from commodity microprocessors that aggressively exploit instruction-level paralIeIism. This paper provides the first study of the effectiveness of software-controlled non-binding prefetching in multiprocessor systems built of state-of-theart ILP processors. We compared two multiprocessors systems -ILP and Simple -that are equivalent in every respect except that the former uses state-of-the-art ILP processors while the latter uses previous-generation processors (with single issue, static scheduling, and blocking reads). We found that while software prefetching resulted in substantial reductions in execution time (12% to 31%) for three out of five applications on the ILP system, it is significantly less effective in reducing the data memory stall time on the ILP system than on the Simple system. Even after the addition of software prefetching, memory stalI time constituted more than 39% of the execution time for four out of five applications on the 1L.P system. In contrast, on the Simple system, memory stall time constituted less than 1% of the execution time for four out of five applications. Thus, software prefetching does not significantly change the memory-bound nature of most of our applications on the ILP system. The key factors that limit the effectiveness of software prefetching on the ILP system are an increase in late prefetches and an increase in contention at various resources. Our results thus motivate modifications to prefetching algorithms so that they are more sensitive to resource use and to variations in expected latency for different accesses. Several straightforward enhancements to the prefetching scheme, however, did not show any improvements. An alternative technique to improve memory system performance is the use of latency-reducing (rather than tolerating) techniques. For example, producer-initiated communication primitives may be able to reduce latency and resource contention, while interacting positively with prefetching. This paper also examines whether software prefetching can equalize the performance of sequential consistency (SC) and release consistency (RC) on ILP multiprocessors. We found that although software prefetching reduces the gap between the straightforward implementations of SC and RC, a significant gap remained between these implementations (ranging from 24% to 65% for our applications). Comparing an optimized hardware implementation of SC to a straightforward implementation of RC, we found that a significant gap remains for three out of five applications (15% to 40%). Write latencies that prefetching does not effectively hide remain the most important reason for the performance gap between SC and RC. Thus, future efforts to provide SC programmability with RC performance need to more effectively address the limitations that write latencies impose on SC. 
